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a b s t r a c t
Timely information refers to information whose ‘most recent’ or ‘latest’ instance is most
valuable. In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), multiple instances of a piece of timely
informationmay be produced by different nodes at different points in time. The problem is
to discover the ‘latest’ instance among all existing instances.Within the context ofMANETs,
timely information discovery is fundamentally different from the existing resource/service
discovery problem whose goal is to discover either any instance or a subset of instances
which satisfy a local query constraint that can be specified and evaluated using only local
attributes of each individual node. In contrast, the timely information discovery problem
imposes the global (timeliness) constraint which should best be evaluated when all the
instances are considered to determine the latest instance. The complication of discovering
timely information arises from the existence of multiple instances of the information,
which are produced at different points in time by different nodes in the network, and the
need to collect all these instances to decide the latest instance. For MANETs, the lack of
infrastructure supports, frequent topology changes, and potential packet loss in wireless
communications further challenge the problemof timely information discovery. This paper
describes a self-organizing, peer-to-peer based approach, termed ALADIN, to discovering
timely information in MANETs. In ALADIN, nodes that produce instances of the timely
information are peers who self-organize an adaptive and distributed ‘search infrastructure’
to facilitate the discovery of the latest instance. A simulation study shows that ALADIN is
scalable without incurring network-wide flooding in the case of large-scale networks and
popular timely information, and yields a high chance of discovering the latest instance in
the presence of mobility.
© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Timely information refers to information whose ‘most recent’ or ‘latest’ instance (version) is most valuable, and instances
of timely information become obsolete when ‘newer’ instances of the information are produced. As newer instances are
more up-to-date, discovering and using the latest instance of the timely information is always desirable. For instance, a
surveillance application running in MANETs produces timely information when tracking moving objects. When an object is
roaming in the field, different nodes will record the spotting of the object at different instances in time, producing instances
of timely surveillance information at different points in time at different nodes. When a querier needs to find out the latest
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or most recent location of the moving object, discovery of timely information takes place. In the case it fails to discover the
latest or the most recent instance, the more recent the instance discovered, the better the result.
Within the context of MANETs, discovering timely information is fundamentally different from the existing
resource/service discovery problem. The goal of the latter is to discover either any instance (as in anycast) or a subset of
instances (as inmanycast [1] ormulticast)which satisfy a local constraint1 specified and evaluatedusing only local attributes.
For instance, ‘‘providing an image compression service’’, ‘‘having free disk storage of more than 30MB’’, and ‘‘being only 30%
or less loaded’’ are examples of local constraints. Furthermore, even though the values of the local attributesmay change over
time (dynamic attributes), for instance a node’s workload, local attributes alone are sufficient to determine the satisfaction
of a local constraint. In contrast, timely information discovery imposes the global (timeliness) constraint2which can only (or,
if not feasible, should best) be satisfied when all the instances are considered to determine the latest (most recent) instance.
Using the above MANET surveillance example, when a querier needs to find out the most recent location of the moving
object, the querier does not knowwhich nodes have ever spotted the moving object so that the query has to be broadcast to
all the nodes (in the worst case). Furthermore, upon receiving such a query, a node cannot locally decide whether it is the
node that spotted themoving objectmost recently by computing the interval [current time – recorded spotted time] using its
local attributes, since other nodes may have even shorter intervals. In the ultimate case, the querier has to collect responses
from all the instance producing nodes to determine the latest instance. As a matter of fact, the timely information discovery
problem can be generalized to service/resource discovery problems where ‘global’ constraints are imposed on attributes
involving all the service/resource providers. For instance, ‘‘discovering the node that is ‘least’ loaded’’ and ‘‘discovering the
node that has the ‘largest’ free disk space’’ are two examples. The closer the discovered instance is to the ‘optimum value’,
the better (higher quality) the result.
Within the context of MANETs, the complication of discovering timely information arises from the existence of multiple
instances of the timely information, which are produced at different points in time by different nodes3 in the network, and
the need to collect all these different instances to decide the latest (most recent) instance. In the case it fails to discover ‘the’
latest instance, the ‘fresher’ (in termsof timeliness) the instance discovered, the better the result. The inherent characteristics
of MANETs, such as lack of infrastructure supports, frequent topology changes, and potential packet losses in wireless
communication further challenge the problem of timely information discovery. For instance, the instance producing nodes
are mobile themselves, and the reply from the latest instance may be lost due to contention in wireless communication. In
addition to discovering the ‘identity’ of the producer of the latest instance, it is also necessary to discover the ‘route’ leading
to this producer for further interaction.
Existing MANET service/resource discovery solutions [2,3] are not designed to deal with the global timeliness constraint
imposed by the timely information discovery problem. Adapting these solutions to the problem of timely information
discovery may incur query flooding in the worst case, which results in poor scalability. In this paper, we describe a
self-organizing, peer-to-peer based approach, termed ALADIN, to discovering timely information in MANETs. In ALADIN,
information producers which produce instances of the timely information, are peers who self-organize an adaptive and
distributed ‘search infrastructure’ to facilitate the discovery of the latest instance of the timely information. The design
objective of ALADIN is three-fold: (1) be scalable by avoiding network-wide flooding, (2) be robust by achieving a higher
chance of discovering the latest instance in the presence of node mobility, and (3) be responsive by both discovering the
latest instance as well as the route leading to the information producer with the latest instance. Specifically in ALADIN,
upon becoming an information producer, a node starts proactively discovering ‘routes’ to other producers with newer
(more recent) instances of the timely information. The discovery process originated by producers with newer instances also
advertises the presence of their own instances to help the discovery process originated by producers with older instances.
As a result, the concatenation of these routes forms a path from a producer (with an older instance) to the producer with
the latest instance. When a querier needs to discover timely information, instead of broadcasting the query to collect all
instances of the requested timely information, ALADIN enables the querier to contact any producers holding a (maybe older)
instance of the requested information. The query is then progressively forwarded, along a concatenated path, toward the
producer with the latest instance. The (concatenated) path traversed by the query is recorded in the query, which is used
by the producer with the latest instance to send back a reply so that no separate route discovery is needed. In this case, the
discovery processes of both the identity of the producer with the latest instance and the route leading to this producer are
integrated together in ALADIN. Therefore, network-wide broadcast (or query flooding in the worst case) is averted such that
ALADIN enjoys the advantages of both system scalability and reduced querying latency. As producers with newer instances
of the timely information emerge over time, the key issue is how a producer keeps discovering new and/or better (shorter)
routes to producers with newer instances. The issue is further complicated by the changing topology inMANETs. To address
these issues, ALADIN incorporates themechanisms of positive/negative feedback and sporadic randomwalk to adaptively
learn and discover better routes to producers with newer instances.
A simulation study shows that ALADIN is scalable without incurring network-wide flooding in the case of large-scale
networks and popular timely information items. Simulation results also show that ALADIN incurs 50% less messaging
1 A local constraint involves only local attributes of each individual node.
2 A global constraint involves attributes from more than one node. In particular, the timeliness constraint involves all the nodes that produce instances
of the timely information.
3 We name these nodes instance producers, or simply producers.
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overhead than query flooding, and yields a high chance of discovering the latest instance of the timely information. To the
best of our knowledge, ALADIN is the first approach to addressing the issue of discovering timely information in MANETs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes related works on service/resource
discovery in MANETs, and discusses the drawbacks of adopting existing approaches to discovering timely information.
An overview of ALADIN is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implementation of ALADIN in detail. Section 5
evaluates the performance of ALADIN and presents the simulation results. The section also describes a scheme that makes
ALADIN further adaptive to mobility. Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Related works
As described in [2,3], existing service/resource discovery schemes for MANET can be divided into directory-based and
directory-less approaches. The directory-less approaches follow a pure client–server paradigm, where service requesting
nodes (clients) send out service request messages to all servers. If the requested service is supported by a server, then
a reply message is sent back to the client. In contrast, directory-based approaches involves service brokers (or directory
agents) which reside between clients and servers as a logical entity. Clients direct their requests to service brokers whereas
servers register their services with these brokers. In return, service brokers send back the service reply messages to the
clients and registration acknowledgments to the servers. In particular, [2,3] describes a directory-based scheme based on
the VDBP backbone construction protocol to designate elected backbone nodes as directory agents.
The directory-based approach can be adapted to solve the problem of timely information discovery as follows. Upon
becoming an information producer, a node registers its instance with a nearby directory agent. A querier issues a discovery
query to a nearby directory agent who is then responsible for acquiring the generation times of all the instances from all the
other directory agents, totally ordering the collected generation times of all the instances to decide the latest instance,
and reporting it to the querier. Although network-wide broadcast can be avoided, the query message still needs to be
broadcast from one directory agent, over the virtual backbone, to all the other directory agents to collect information of
all the instances. In Section 5, we specifically compare the performance of ALADIN with such a directory-based scheme
using a variant of the VDBP backbone construction protocol.
In contrast, using a directory-less architecture, a service is discovered by a querier’s broadcasting queries into the network
to collect replies. However, query broadcast from a client may cause the ‘broadcast storm’ problem, and query replies
from the servers may cause the ‘response implosion’ problem, which result in packet loss due to contention in wireless
communication. Furthermore, existing directory-less approaches can be further classified into two classes: cross-layer and
layered. A cross-layer design for service discovery provides its own query/reply routing mechanism by adapting the ‘route
discovery’ mechanism of existing MANET routing protocols [4,5]. In a layered design, service discovery is facilitated as an
application layer protocol and query/reply messages are delivered by the underlying MANET routing protocols [6–8].
When adopted to discover timely information, the directory-less approach would result in a scalability problem as the
query generation rate grows. The querymessages have to be broadcast (or flooded) to the entire network in order to acquire
all instances in the network to decide the latest instance. Furthermore, a directory-less scheme using layered design may
lead to longer query latency, since the route discovery can not be performed until the identity of the producer with the latest
instance has been discovered.
In [9], a scalable service discovery approach is described which extends a directory-less scheme with service
advertisement. Specifically, a server (querier) advertises (queries) the service if the number ofmembers advertised (queried),
which is estimated by received control packets, is below a threshold during a period of time. Doing so, the number of control
packets on the network may be constrained, which provides better scalability. However, how to set up a proper threshold
to minimize the number of messages in the network is still an open issue in this approach. As a result, the issue still exists
when it is adopted to discover timely information.
In [10], using the metaphor of swarm intelligence, we designed a self-organizing mechanism to query time indexed
information in MANET, where time indexed information refers to information whose instance producing time is used as
the search key for its access. In contrast, this paper focuses on discovering timely information, where the latest (or most
recent) instance of the information is deemed the most desirable.
3. Overview of ALADIN
ALADIN makes two assumptions. First, nodes obtain their time values via GPS such that nodes’ local clocks are assumed
to be synchronized.4 Second, nodes communicate bi-directionally via omnidirectional antennawith a common transmission
range.
ALADIN adopts a peer-to-peer based approach and follows a cross-layer design, where all instance producers of the
timely information are peers who self-organize an adaptive and distributed ‘search overlay’ to facilitate the discovery of the
latest instance. Each instance producer proactively discovers routes to other instance producers with newer instances of
4 The operations of ALADIN are orthogonal to nodes’ clock values and accuracy of clock synchronization. The inaccuracy of nodes’ clock values and/or
synchronization errors (such as clock drift and skew) only affect the ‘‘quality’’ of the information discovered.
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Fig. 1. Search overlay construction and query processing in ALADIN.
Fig. 2. Achieving robustness in ALADIN.
the timely information. Concatenating these routes enables a query message to be forwarded progressively to the instance
producer with the latest instance.
As producers with newer instances of the timely information emerge over time, the key issue is to discover routes to
other producers with newer instances. The issue is further complicated by the changing topology in MANET. In ALADIN,
each instance producer periodically issues a newer-instance query to discover a route to another producer with a newer
instance. Initially, since a producer has no idea where producers with newer instances are, newer-instance queries would be
sent (unicast) to random neighbors to ‘explore’ potential routes leading to producers with newer instances. Upon receiving
a newer-instance query, a producer with a newer instance responds with a newer-instance reply, which traverses its way
back to the producer originating the corresponding query. ALADIN incorporates the following two mechanisms, from the
biological metaphor of swarm intelligence, to learn and discover better routes to producers with newer instances, and to
self-organize an adaptive and distributed search overlay.
– Positive/negative feedback. The process of newer-instance query and reply explores routes and evaluates their goodness.
The goodness of a route is evaluated in terms of the freshness of the instance held by the discovered producer, as well as
the hop count of the route. Based on the goodness of the routes discovered by previously issued newer-instance queries,
future newer-instance queries will most likely be sent over a route with a higher goodness value to further reinforce the
route. The goodness values of routes that have not been reinforced will decay over time, a negative feedback. Thus, the
positive/negative feedback mechanism facilitates a learning process that results in the discovery of routes leading to
producers with newer instances. Following the good route discovered by previously issued newer-instance queries will
also prevent newer-instance queries from traversing the entire network to contain the messaging overhead.
– Amplification of fluctuation. However, as both new producers with newer instances emerge and nodes (including
existing producers) move, existing routes may become stale while better routes become available. The mechanism of
amplification of fluctuation allows a newer-instance query, not following an existing good route, to discover either a
‘shorter’ (in terms of hop count) route to a known producer with newer instance, or a ‘better’ (in term of freshness) route
to a producerwith an instance that is newer than any instance known. Thismechanism is particularly critical to adaptively
discovering better/shorter routes to newer instances, while accommodating changing topology due to mobility.
Together, these mechanisms comprise an adaptive searchmechanism that allows producers (peers) to learn good routes,
through other producers (peers) with increasingly newer instances, leading to the producer (peer) with the latest instance of
the timely information, while discovering new and/or better routes to adapt to changing network topology as well as newly
produced instances.
Figs. 1 and 2 depict the operations of ALADIN. As shown in Fig. 1(a), nodes H, F, C, and L are producers of the timely
information whose instances are produced at times 3, 7, 16, and 28, respectively, where producer H has the oldest instance
and node L has the latest one. These producers will search producers with newer instances by periodically unicasting
newer-instance-query messages as depicted in Fig. 1(b). These newer-instance-query messages will be forwarded to a
probabilistically5 chosen neighbor node at each hop until they reach a producer with a newer instance. Upon receiving a
newer-instance-query message by a producer with a newer instance, the producer will reply with a newer-instance-reply
5 The probability is calculated from the Pheromone Table maintained in the ALADIN implementation.
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message. Fig. 1(c) shows the routes discovered by the newer-instance-query and the newer-instance-replymessages, where
each solid arrow represents a (multi-hop) route discovered by a producer to another producer with a newer instance. For
instance, producers H, F, and C discover routes to producers F, C, and L, respectively. Notice that Fig. 1 depicts the case when
only one neighbor is probabilistically chosen at each node to forward the newer-instance-querymessage, and hence a tree-
like topology. In practice, multiple neighbors are probabilistically chosen to forward the newer-instance-querymessages in
order to improve robustness, which results in a mesh topology as shown in Fig. 2.
To discover timely information, a querier originates a latest-instance-querymessage to any producer with an instance of
the requested information. Note that in practice, the querier could issue multiple latest-instance-querymessages for a query
operation in order to increase the successful rate of the query operation. Once a latest-instance-query message reaches a
producer with the requested information, the producer will either reply with a latest-instance-replymessage, if it does not
have any route to other producers with newer instances, or forward the message along the routes it discovered. As depicted
in Fig. 1(d), when querier node Q issues a latest-instance-query message which is received by producer H, the query will
be progressively forwarded via routes, through producers F and C, toward producer L, where the series of dotted arrows
depict the progress of this latest-instance-querymessage along these routes. Upon receiving the query message, producer L,
determining that it does not have any route to other producers with newer instances, sends a latest-instance-replymessage
back to node Q along the reverse routes, such that node Q discovers the latest instance without incurring network-wide
query flooding. The latest-instance-querymessage records the nodes (route) traversed from the querier to the producer with
the latest instance, which are copied inside and used by the latest-instance-reply message to be returned to the querier. In
this case, both identity of, and the route to, the producer with the latest instance are discovered.
The number of producers of the timely information is likely to increase with time since new instances of the timely
informationmaybe continuously produced. In addition, instance producers continuously discover routes to newer instances.
As a result, the number of newer-instance-querymessages originated during any period of time will increase rapidly as the
number of instance producers increases. To constrain concurrent newer-instance-querymessages in the network, a producer
reduces the frequency of issuing newer-instance-querymessages whenever a newer instance is found. To discover a newer
instance, a producer originates a newer-instance-querymessage carrying the timestamp of its own instance. Such a newer-
instance-query message also advertises the instance of the originator once the message is received by instance producers
with older instances. Therefore, an instance producer with an older instance does not need to send newer-instance-query
messages frequently, since it is likely to learn newer instances by receiving newer-instance-querymessages from producers
with newer instances and can make use of information carried inside the messages to guide subsequent newer-instance-
querymessages to discover newer instances.
To further reduce the overhead of searching newer instances, at each hop, ALADIN probabilistically chooses a neighbor
node to forward the newer-instance-querymessage, which improves both scalability and efficiency. If neighborswere chosen
randomly (with equal probability), newer-instance-query messages are likely to traverse the entire network in the worst
case, which increases the search overhead. To facilitate this feature, ALADIN uses the positive feedback mechanism by
leveraging the query and reply messages received. Specifically, the newer-instance-query, the newer-instance-reply, and the
latest-instance-reply messages are originated by the instance producers. To be efficient, a node uses the receiving of these
messages to guide subsequent newer-instance-querymessages to search for newer instances. For instance, a nodem receives
a newer-instance-reply message, that indicates the instance producer i has a newer instance with timestamp t, from its
neighbor n. As more and more such messages are received, node m increases the probability associated with the neighbor
n (i.e., reinforces the route via node n), such that when node m receives a newer-instance-querymessage from a producer j,
nodemwill, with higher probability, forward themessage to node n if the instance timestamp of producer j is older than t. In
thisway, newer-instance-querymessages are less likely to traverse the entire network,which achieves scalability by avoiding
network-wide flooding. When a neighbor has not been reinforced for some time, the associated probability is reduced by
the negative feedbackmechanism.
ALADIN uses the mechanism of amplification of fluctuation to adapt to changing topology and to improve robustness.
Fig. 2 depicts an example derived from Fig. 1. Fig. 2(a) shows that nodes M and L move such that they both connect to
node C directly (represented by two dotted lines). ALADIN’s amplification of fluctuation mechanism allows nodes H and C
to send newer-instance-querymessages to other neighbors, for instance, nodes I and L, respectively (represented by dashed
arrows), which are not already on the existing routes to newer instances, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Nodes A and G may find
‘alternate’ routes, represented by dashed arrows in Fig. 2(c), to nodes C and L, respectively, with newer instances. Hereafter,
there existmultiple routes to the latest instance, which improve robustness. In addition, amplification of fluctuation enables
the discovery of shortcuts, which reduces the search latency. For instance, Fig. 2(d) shows the latest-instance-querymessage
sent by node Q following the route denoted by dotted arrows to node L, which is shorter in terms of the number of hops as
compared to the route shown in Fig. 1(d).
In summary, by integrating positive/negative feedback and amplification of fluctuation, instance producers (peers)
autonomously work together to self-organize an adaptive and distributed ‘search overlay’ consisting of all the producers
and a ‘web’ of routes leading from a producer, through other producers of increasingly newer instances, toward the producer
with the latest instance of the timely information. At the same time, instance producers keep discovering new and/or better
routes to adapt to changing network topology. When network partition occurs, ALADIN continues to execute independently
within each connected component to facilitate the discovery of the ‘latest’ instancewith respect to its connected component.
Upon merging of partitioned components, ALADIN autonomously self-organizes.
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4. Implementation
In this section, we first describe the data structures used at each node and the message format. We then describe the
operations of querying the newer and the latest instances of timely information in detail.
4.1. Local data structures and message format
Each node is assigned a unique node ID. A node with ID n uses a neighbor discovery protocol such as ‘periodic hello
messaging’ to maintain a list of neighboring nodes in table ntab. In addition, for each timely information item info, ALADIN
maintains the following data structures at node n:
– Instance Generation Time, denoted by igt(n, info), refers to the timestamp when an instance of info is produced at node n.
igt(n, info) is initially set to INVALID_TIME, and updated whenever a newer instance of info is produced at node n.
– Latest Instance Query Sequence Number keeps track of the number of latest-instance-querymessages issued by node n for
info. It is initialized to zero and denoted by liq_seq(info).
– Newer Instance Query Sequence Number keeps track of the number of newer-instance-query messages node n has issued
for info. It is initialized to zero and denoted by niq_seq(info).
– Instance Table, denoted by InstTbl(info), maintains a list of (newer) instances of infowhich node n is aware of. Each entry
in InstTbl(info) represents an instance (say, at producer i), which is denoted by a 3-tuple6 (gtime, hopcnt, nhop). gtime
refers to the timestamp of the instance produced at producer i, and hopcnt and nhop denote the hop count and the next
hop leading to producer i, respectively. The table is initially empty, and is updated upon node n’s receiving queries and
replies originated by other producers of info. On the other hand, if a neighbor j is removed from ntab due to mobility (or
link failure), the corresponding entries in all the InstTbl tables whose nhop value is j are also removed. In addition, entries
in InstTbl(info) are sorted in the descending order of gtime. Ties are broken by choosing the entry with smaller hopcnt.
– Forwarding Tendency Table, denoted as FtTbl(info), maintains the ‘tendency’ used to forward the newer-instance-query
messages searching for newer instances of info. Each entry in FtTbl(info) is of the form (b, tend(info, b)), where node b is
a neighbor of node n and tend(info, b) is the tendency a query for info is forwarded to node b. The tend(info, b) is a value
which is used to compute (according to Eq. (4.5)) the probability that node n forwards the query to node b. The value of
tend(info, b) is increased (according to Eq. (4.3)) when n receives any type of messages regarding info, except the latest-
instance-querymessage, from node b. On the other hand, the value is decreased (according to Eq. (4.4)) if node n does not
receive these messages from node b for a period of time. The formal definition of tendency will be described later. The
table is initially empty. A new entry (nb, DEFAULT_TENDENCY ) is added whenever node n discovers a new neighbor nb.
On the other hand, the corresponding entry is removed if the link to node nb fails.
Both query and reply messages use the same format shown in Fig. 3. The format contains message type (type), node ID of
the querier (q_id), sequence number (seq_no), information ID (info_id), instance timestamp (i_time), hop count between the
querier and the instance producer (q_dist), index of the node in the list of visited nodes which the message will visit as the
next hop (n_index), the number of nodes the message has visited (Num_VNodes), and a list of visited nodes (VisitedNodei).
The usage of the index of the node in the list of visited nodes, as well as the list of visited nodes will be described later. When
a message is processed, only certain fields will be used.
4.2. Querying newer instances
An instance producer with timely information info periodically originates NUM_QUERY newer-instance-query messages
to search for newer instances of info. The instance producer initializes Num_VNodes and q_dist to 1 and 0, respectively; it
writes its own node ID into q_id, info_id, and VisitedNodes1 of the message; it also writes the timestamp of the instance it
holds into i_time. The instance producer will choose one of its neighbors based on their forwarding probabilities calculated
by Eq. (4.5) and forward themessage to the chosen neighbor. To prevent themessage from traversing the entire network, the
message is dropped if it has traversed more than HOP_LIMIT hops. On the other hand, to avoid any loop, only neighbors that
are not in the VisitedNode list of the message are qualified to be the next hop. Notice that NUM_QUERY newer-instance-query
messages would be generated for each querying operation for newer instances.
Upon receiving a newer-instance-query message, a node m first appends its own node ID to VisitedNode of the message,
and increases Num_VNodes by 1. If node m does not have an instance of the requested information (i.e., node m is not yet
an instance producer), the instance information of the message originator will be added into its instance table. Then, the
message is forwarded to one of node m’s neighbors based on their forwarding probabilities calculated by Eq. (4.5). On the
other hand, if node m has an instance of the requested information and this instance is newer than that of the message
originator, node m will send a newer-instance-reply message back to the originator. Otherwise, node m will forward the
message to one of its neighbors based on their forwarding probabilities calculated by Eq. (4.5). In addition, for an instance
6 Note that the ‘identity’ of the producer (e.g., i) is not needed.
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Fig. 3. ALADIN message format.
producer, the time interval used to originate the nextNUM_QUERYnewer-instance-querymessages is increasedwhenever the
producer discovers a newer instance. Specifically, given Latest(i)being the timestampof the latest instance of the information
item i found by an instance producer h, the waiting time wth(i) before h originates the next NUM_QUERY newer-instance-
querymessages for item i is computed as follows:
wth(i) =
{
Q _INTERVAL InstTbl(i) ≡ ∅,
max{Latest(i)− igt(h, i),Q _INTERVAL} otherwise. (4.1)
Q_INTERVAL is the time interval between sending two consecutive batches of NUM_QUERY newer-instance-querymessages
if no newer instance has been discovered yet. In this way, the newer the discovered instance, the less frequently the newer-
instance-querymessages would be originated.
Since a newer-instance-query message maintains an ordered list of nodes it has visited, an instance producer will use
this list when it sends a corresponding newer-instance-replymessage back to the producer originating the search. Instead of
generating a new message, the instance producer replies a newer-instance-reply message by changing the type of received
newer-instance-query message. It then writes the timestamp of its instance and the current Num_VNodes into i_time and
q_dist of the message, respectively. Next, it removes the last entry (its own node ID) of VisitedNode. At this moment, the last
entry ofVisitedNode is the neighbor fromwhich the newer-instance-querymessage is received. Therefore, the newer-instance-
replymessage can be forwarded to the neighbor such that the message can follow the reverse route back to the originator of
the newer-instance-querymessage. In addition, receiving a newer-instance-querymessage from a neighbor prev_hop implies
that there is a route from node m to the originating producer of the message via neighbor prev_hop. As a consequence,
the tendency of forwarding newer-instance-query messages to prev_hop is increased. The detail of updating tendency of a
neighbor will be described in the Section 4.4.
Note that the tendency of a neighbor p would still be increased even if a producer m received a newer-instance-query
message from p, and the instance of the originator of the newer-instance-query message is older than node m’s instance.
Since ALADIN is a fully distributed scheme, it’s possible that a producer, say node k, with an older instance (in comparison
with node m’s instance) discovers the producer with the latest instance before discovering any producer with newer (but
not the latest) instance. As a consequence, increasing tendency upon receiving a newer-instance-querymessage originated
from a producer with an older instance increases the chance that a producer discovers a newer instance via a producer
with an older instance, and thus increases the overall chance for queriers to discover the latest instance. In this case, from
producer m’s point of view, producer k (with older instance) behaves as a regular node and forwards the newer-instance-
query message (originated from producer m) to discover routes to other newer instances, which does not contradict our
statement ‘‘ALADIN allowproducers to learn good routes, through other producerswith increasinglynewer instances, leading
to the latest instance of the timely information’’.
When a nodem receives a newer-instance-replymessage, it first removes its node ID from the VisitedNode of themessage.
Next, it checks if the instance on the originator of themessage is already in its instance table. If not, the instancewill be added
in nodem’s instance table. The operation of querying newer instances of the information is considered completed if the q_id
in the received newer-instance-replymessage is equal to node m’s node ID. Otherwise, node m will forward the message to
the neighbor whose node ID is the last of the VisitedNode. Similar to receiving newer-instance-query messages, receiving a
newer-instance-replymessage from neighbor prev_hop also implies that there is a route from nodem to the producer of the
instance via node prev_hop. As a consequence, the tendency of forwarding newer-instance-querymessages to node prev_hop
is also increased.
4.3. Querying the latest instance
When a querier requests timely information, the querier originates a latest-instance-query message, and initializes
Num_VNodes and q_dist to 1 and 0, respectively; it writes its node ID into q_id and VisitedNode1 of the message; it also
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writes its node ID and 0 into info_id and i_time, respectively. The querier then forwards all NUM_QUERY latest-instance-
query messages to the next hop in the first entry of the querier’s Instance Table. Recall that the first entry of the querier’s
Instance Table keeps information regarding the best producers the querier knows. Otherwise, the forwarding probabilities
of all neighbors are the same at this moment, and the querier randomly selects one neighbor to forward the message.
Nodem firstly checks if it has an instance of the requested information (i.e., igt(m, info)≡ INVALID_TIME), upon receiving
a latest-instance-query message. If not, it will keep forwarding the message. Otherwise, if node m has an instance of the
requested information, but does not have any route leading to other (newer) instances, node m will consider itself to have
the latest instance and send a latest-instance-replymessage back to the querier. In the case that nodem both has an instance
of the requested information and knows other instances that are newer than its instance, nodemwill keep forwarding the
message.
When an instance producer receives a latest-instance-query message and considers itself to hold the latest instance of
requested information, it changes the type of received latest-instance-query message to latest-instance-reply, and copies
[Num_VNodes − 1] to n_index. Since the last entry of the VisitedNode list is the instance producer itself, at this moment,
n_index points to the next hop which the latest-instance-reply message should visit. As a consequence, the latest-instance-
reply will be forwarded to the node n_index points to. n_index in the message will be decreased by one at each hop such
that the n_index always points to the next hop the message will visit when it is sent back to the querier. Upon receiving the
latest-instance-reply message, the querier can make use of the VisitedNode list as the route to the producer with the latest
instance for further interaction.
4.4. Forwarding tendency management
The tendency with which node m forwards newer-instance-query messages to its neighbor n is calculated based on the
goodness of instances learned through node n. For node m, the goodness of an instance i for information item info learned
from neighbor n is defined as:
g(i, n) = igt(i, info)× (HOP_LIMIT − hcnt(n, i)), (4.2)
where hcnt(n, i) refers to the hop count from node n to the instance producer holding instance i. When node m receives
any query/reply message for info other than the latest-instance-query message from node n, node m updates tend(info, n)
according to Eq. (4.3):
tend(info, n) = tend(info, n)+ g(i, n). (4.3)
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) imply that nodem is more likely to forward latest-/newer-instance-querymessages to the producers with
newer instances and less hop count from node m. Meanwhile, the tendency is also updated every EXPIRATION_INTERVAL
seconds based on Eq. (4.4):
tend(info, n) = tend(info, n)/EXPIRE_FACTOR, (4.4)
where EXPIRE_FACTOR is a parameter which controls the depletion rate of the tendency. With these equations, tendency
increases rapidly as the neighbor hears newer instances frequently. On the other hand, tendency drops sharply if a neighbor
has not heard any new instance for a long time. Additionally, to avoid loops, a query message q should not be forwarded to
the neighbor which is already in its VisitedNode list. Based on this, the probability fp(info, n) that node m forwards a query
for info to the neighbor n is computed as follows:
fp(info, n) =

0 n ∈ VN(q),
tend(info, n)∑
b∈ntab−VN(q)
tend(info, b)
n 6∈ VN(q), (4.5)
where VN(q) stands for the list of VisitedNode in query message q.
5. Performance evaluation
We conducted simulation experiments using the QualNet simulator to evaluate the performance of ALADIN. Table 1 lists
the parameter settings used in the simulation. The terrain size is 1000×1000m2 and the simulation time is 30min. Eachnode
is equippedwith a radio transceiverwhose transmission range is 370mover a 2Mbpswireless channel, assuming a two-way
path loss model without fading. In addition, IEEE 802.11DCF is used as the MAC layer protocol. In the simulation, 3 latest-
instance-query/newer-instance-query messages are sent for each latest-instance/newer-instance query operation, and each
message is allowed to traverse at most 10 hops. The time interval between issuing two consecutive newer-instance-query
messages is set to 5 s by default, and the EXPIRE_FACTOR is set to 1.1. Additionally, the DEFAULT_TENDENCY is set to 1000
while the EXPIRATION_INTERVAL is set to 1 s.Without loss of generality, we assume that there is only one timely information
item in the network. Instance generation is assumed to follow a Poisson process where the inter-instance generation time
is exponentially distributed with a mean of 100 s (or a mean instance generation rate of 0.01 instances/s). Once an instance
is produced, it is placed at a randomly chosen node.
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Table 1
Simulation settings.
Terrain dimension 1000× 1000m2
Simulation time 30 min
Communication range 370 m
Network bandwidth 2 Mbps
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11DCF
NUM_QUERY 3
HOP_LIMIT 10
Q_INTERVAL 5 s
EXPIRE_FACTOR 1.1
DEFAULT_TENDENCY 1000
EXPIRATION_INTERVAL 1 s
Average instance generation rate 0.01 instances/s
Average query generation rate (λ) 0.5–5 queries/s
Mobility (Vmin, Vmax) 0–20 m/s
Mobility pause time (p) 60 s
# of nodes 50–200
We evaluate the performance of ALADIN under various query generation rates, mobility speeds, and the number of nodes
in the network. Similar to how instances are produced, a query is initiated at a randomly chosen node and the generation
of queries follows a Poisson process with a mean query generation rate of λ queries per second. In the simulation study, λ
ranges from 0.5 to 5. We use the random-waypoint mobility model, where a node pauses for p seconds and moves toward a
randomly chosen location with a random speed that is uniformly distributed between Vmin and Vmax m/s. In the simulation
study, Vmin is set to 0 m/s, Vmax ranges from 0 to 20 m/s, and p is set to 60 s. In addition, the number of nodes in the network
ranges from 50 to 200.
We evaluate the performance of ALADIN by comparing it with both directory-less and directory-based approaches.
Specifically, we compare ALADIN with a directory-less approach Q-FLOOD-RS (Q-FLOOD with Reply Suppression) and a
directory-based timely information discovery scheme using the Adaptive Dynamic Backbone (ADB) protocol, termed ADB-
TID for short [11]. Note that ADB was also derived from VDBP, which makes the directory-based approach evaluated in this
paper comparable to the directory-based approach described in [2,3].
In Q-FLOOD-RS, a querier queries the latest instance of timely information by disseminating a latest-instance-query
message to the entire network. To reduce the number of latest-instance-reply messages sent back, a latest-instance-query
message, while being forwarded, records the instance generation time that is ‘‘so far’’ the latest from all the producers it has
visited. Upon receiving a latest-instance-query message, an instance producer checks whether its own instance generation
time is more recent than the instance generation time recorded in the received latest-instance-querymessage. If yes, it will
reply with a corresponding latest-instance-replymessage giving its instance generation time back to the querier. Otherwise,
the latest-instance-replymessage is ‘suppressed’ without being sent. The querier then determines the ‘latest’ instance from
the instance generation times of the received latest-instance-replymessages. To simultaneously discover the path leading to
the producer, a latest-instance-query message also records the nodes it traverses between the querier and the responding
producer. A responding producer copies the IDs of those nodes the latest-instance-query message has traversed into the
corresponding latest-instance-replymessage and sends it back to the querier. In this way, both the identity of and the route
to the producer with the latest instance are discovered simultaneously.
In contrast, ADB-TID organizes nodes into clusters, and one node in each cluster is selected as its cluster head. These
cluster heads act as directory agents, and, together, forma ‘backbone’ to disseminate query/replymessages. To accommodate
mobility, each producer periodically registers its instance with its current cluster head. When querying timely information,
a querier issues a latest-instance-query message to its associated cluster head. The cluster head then distributes the latest-
instance-querymessage over the backbone to other cluster heads, instead of flooding the entire network. Cluster heads with
registrations of instances of the queried timely information will send back latest-instance-replymessages to the querier via
the backbone. The querier then determines the latest instance from the received latest-instance-replymessages.
The following four metrics are used to evaluate ALADIN, Q-FLOOD-RS, and ADB-TID.
– Overhead, which measures the total number of packets (excluding the hello packets) transmitted in the network.
– Query Success Rate, whichmeasures the percentage of successful query operations. Note that a queriermay performquery
operations several times. Therefore, once the querier receives a corresponding latest-instance-reply message before the
next query operation is performed, a query operation is considered successful. In the case that only one query operation
is performed, the operation is considered successful as long as the querier receives a corresponding latest-instance-reply
message before the end of the simulation. Note that the success of a query simply implies an instance has been discovered.
However, it does not measure the quality (in terms of freshness) of the instance discovered.
– Latest Instance Query Latency, which measures the time interval between the start of the query operation and the time
at which the querier receives the latest-instance-reply message carrying the latest instance (i.e., maximum timestamp)
among all received latest-instance-replymessages associated with the query operation. Notice that a latest-instance-reply
message will not be taken into account if it is received after the next query operation has started.
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Fig. 4. Comparison among Q-FLOOD-RS, ADB-TID, and ALADIN in terms of overhead: (a) versus query generation rate for number of nodes = 50 and
Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s, and (b) versus number of nodes for Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s and query generation rate= 1 query/s, and (c) versus mobility for number
of nodes= 50 and query generation rate= 1 query/s.
– Freshness of Retrieved Instance, which measures the time interval between the timestamp of the latest instance
‘‘discovered’’ by the query operation and ‘‘the’’ latest instance in the network at the time the corresponding reply
message is received. Note that due to packet loss (resulting frommobility and wireless contention/interference), it is not
guaranteed that ‘‘the’’ latest instance will be discovered. Therefore, the shorter the interval, the fresher (higher quality)
the discovered instance.
The simulation scenarios combine various query operation generation rates, mobility models, and number of nodes.
Figs. 4–7 present the results with a 95% confidence interval.
Fig. 4(a), (b), and (c) show ALADIN incurs at least 50% less overhead in terms of the number of packets transmitted as
compared to Q-FLOOD-RS, and generates a similar number of packets as compared to ADB-TID. In contrast to Q-FLOOD-
RS which involves all nodes in query forwarding, the positive/negative feedback mechanism used in ALADIN makes latest-
instance-query andnewer-instance-querypackets less likely to traverse the entire network thus reducing the overhead.Notice
that in Fig. 4(a) and (b), with respect to the increasing query generation rate and the number of nodes in the network,
respectively, the overhead of ALADIN grows at a significantly lower rate than that of Q-FLOOD-RS, which demonstrates
ALADIN’s superior scalability.
As depicted in Fig. 5(a), (b) and (c), the query success rates of all simulation cases in ALADIN are higher than 60%,
while those of Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID are about 95%. Notice that a query is considered successful as long as the querier
receives a latest-instance-replymessage from any producer. Since a latest-instance-querymessage is disseminated to either
all producers in Q-FLOOD-RS or all directory agents in the ADB-TID, a querier using either Q-FLOOD-RS or ADB-TID can
retrieve (in the best case) as many latest-instance-replymessages as the number of producers in the network. In contrast, in
ALADIN, for each query operation, a querier can retrieve at most NUM_QUERY latest-instance-replymessages, in response to
NUM_QUERY latest-instance-querymessages sent by the querier. In the simulation study, NUM_QUERY is set to 3. Therefore,
Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID achieve much higher query success rate than ALADIN. Also notice that the query success rate
of ALADIN drops as the number of nodes in the network grows. Recall that, in the simulation, each message is allowed to
traverse at most 10 hops to prevent the message from traversing the entire network. In addition, the number of hops on
the route from the querier to the producer with the latest instance is more likely to increase as the number of nodes in the
network increases. As a result, when the number of nodes in the network increases, a latest-instance-querymessage is more
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Fig. 5. Comparison among Q-FLOOD-RS, ADB-TID, and ALADIN in terms of query success rate: (a) versus query generation rate for number of nodes= 50
and Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s, (b) versus number of nodes for Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s and query generation rate= 1 query/s, and (c) versus mobility for number
of nodes= 50 and query generation rate= 1 query/s.
likely to be dropped before reaching the producer with the latest instance, as the message may have traversed more than
10 hops.
Although the query success rates of ALADIN are lower than those of Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID, we should also take
the ‘quality’ (freshness) of the discovered instances into consideration. Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c) depict that ALADIN is able to
discovers fresher (higher quality) instances than Q-FLOOD-RS (in most cases) and ADB-TID (in all cases). By considering
overhead, query success rate, and freshness together, we conclude that although ALADIN has lower query success rate, it
incurs much less overhead and discovers high quality instances. By contrasting Fig. 4 with Fig. 6, Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID
suffer the tradeoff between overhead and freshness. The observation of fresher instances discovered by ALADIN than Q-
FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID implies that latest-instance-replymessages carrying the latest or most recent instances are (mostly)
successfully sent back to the querier in ALADIN, while those messages are (somewhat) lost in Q-FLOOD-RS and (mostly)
lost in ADB-TID. In ALADIN, upon an instance producer receiving a latest-instance-query message and deciding that itself
holds the latest instance of the requested timely information, this instance producer sends a latest-instance-reply message
back to the querier. Since the number of latest-instance-query sent for each query operation is set to 3 in the simulation of
ALADIN, the producer with the latest instance would send at most 3 latest-instance-reply messages back to the querier. In
contrast, to reduce the number of duplicate latest-instance-reply messages, both the producer with the latest instance in
Q-FLOOD-RS and the head (directory agent) of the cluster which the producer with the latest instance resides in ADB-TID
will only send back one latest-instance-replymessage when it receives a latest-instance-query for the first time. As a result, at
most one latest-instance-replymessage carrying the latest instance would be sent back to the querier in both Q-FLOOD-RS
and ADB-TID. In addition, ADB-TID’s much inferior freshness behavior is attributed to the congestion over the backbone
as follows. ADB-TID may generate as many latest-instance-reply as the number of instances on the network for each query
operation. Furthermore, all latest-instance-reply messages in ADB-TID are sent back to the querier along with links on the
backbone. Thismay cause backbone links close to the head of the cluster where the querier resides to be seriously congested
since many latest-instance-reply go through these backbone links simultaneously. As a result, latest-instance-reply regarding
the latest instance is more likely to be dropped, resulting in a worse quality of the discovered instance. The ADB-TID’s high
freshness ‘variance’ shown in Fig. 6 further supports this point of view.
Notice that the freshness of discovered instances in ALADINdegrades as the number of nodes aswell as themobility speed
increase. As the number of nodes increases, the length of routes from a producer to the producer with the latest instance is
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Fig. 6. Comparison among Q-FLOOD-RS, ADB-TID, and ALADIN in terms of freshness of retrieved instance: (a) versus query generation rate for number of
nodes= 50 and Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s, (b) versus number of nodes for Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s and query generation rate= 1 query/s, and (c) versus mobility
for number of nodes= 50 and query generation rate= 1 query/s.
likely to increase. Recall that a newer-instance-querymessage is allowed to traverse at most 10 hops in the simulations. As
a result, as the number of nodes in the network increases, a newer-instance-querymessage is less likely to discover a route
to the producer with the latest instance, since it is more likely to traverse more than 10 hops before reaching the producer
with the latest instance, thus preventing the latest instance from being discovered. On the other hand, high node mobility
makes routes to the latest instance more fragile, making the latest instance less likely to be discovered. Although ALADIN
is not always able to discover newer instance than Q-FLOOD-RS, the positive/negative feedback and the sporadic random
walk mechanisms still make the freshness of discovered instances in ALADIN comparable to that of Q-FLOOD-RS in the case
of large scale networks and high node mobility.
Fig. 7(a), (b) and (c) depict the latest instance query latency of all three approaches. Q-FLOOD-RS always obtains the
shortest paths to instances discovered since flooding is used. Similarly, flooding latest-instance-query messages on the
backbone enables ADB-TID to obtain the near-optimal paths to instances. Although ALADIN adopts unicast forwarding
to discover the latest instance, and thus may suffer from long search latency, the sporadic random walk mechanism, in
particular, enables ALADIN to discover better/shorter paths to the latest instance thus reducing the search latency. As a
consequence, even though the query latency of ALADIN is higher, its latency is comparable (within 80 ms) to those of
Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID.
Notice that the latency of all three approaches increase as the number of nodes in the network and the query generation
rate increase. As the number of nodes increases with the fixed terrain size, channel contention increases. In addition, in
Q-FLOOD-RS and ADB-TID, the number of packets which a node processes during a period of time increases as the query
generation rate increases. Similarly, in ALADIN, the increase of query generation rate also delays packet forwarding due to
increasing contention in theMAC layer. For these reasons, the query latency increases as the values of these two parameters
increase.
6. Conclusion
In contrast to existing MANET service/resource discovery problems, which are defined by the satisfaction of local
constraints resulting in one or multiple instances being discovered, the complexity of discovering timely information arises
from the global timeliness constraint that needs to take into account all the instances (which are produced by different nodes
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Fig. 7. Comparison among Q-FLOOD-RS, ADB-TID, and ALADIN in terms of latest instance query latency: (a) versus query generation rate for number of
nodes= 50 and Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s, (b) versus number of nodes for Vmin = Vmax = 0m/s and query generation rate= 1 query/s, and (c) versus mobility
for number of nodes= 50 and query generation rate= 1 query/s.
at different points in time) and to determine the latest (most recent) instance. In addition, MANETs’ changing topology, lack
of infrastructure supports, and potential packet loss in wireless communications further challenge the problem. In contrast
to either having a querier collect all instances tomake a decision (a directory-less approach) or having instances registerwith
a set of designated directory agents (a directory-based approach), this paper describes a self-organizing, peer-to-peer based
adaptive learning approach, termed ALADIN, which attempts to discover both the identity of the latest instance and a route
leading to this instance. ALADIN allows instance producers, as they produce newer instances, to learn from each other’s
activities and self-organize an adaptive and distributed ‘search infrastructure’, such that producers with older instances
discover routes leading to producers with newer instances. Therefore, a querier only needs to contact any producer, and a
query received by a producerwill be forwarded progressively toward the producerwith the latest instance. ALADIN achieves
good scalability, high quality results, and responsiveness concurrently, while other schemes suffer from tradeoffs among
these features. A simulation study compares ALADINwith both a directory-less approach (Q-FLOOD-RS) that discovers both
the identity of the producer with the latest instance and the route leading to this producer and a directory-based approach
(ADB-TID). Simulation results show that ALADIN discovers high quality instances in terms of freshness, while incurring
much less messaging overhead. Finally, ALADIN can be adapted to other service/resource discovery problems where ‘global’
constraints are imposed on attributes involving all the service/resource providers.
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